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By Ayden Bolin
“A multi-billion dollar corporation is
trying to get away with paying its workers
$1 per day. That shouldn’t happen in
America, and I will not tolerate it happening
in Washington,” Bob Ferguson, the
Washington State Attorney General, said.
Ferguson
is
suing
the
privatelyowned
Northwest
Detention
Center
(NWDC)
for
this
reason.
The lawsuit cites the detention center paying
detainees in snacks or $1 per day for labor.
Because the prison is privately run and for-profit,
Ferguson has announced that the prison should
be providing its workers with minimum wage,
as the work of the detainees has been “netting
the company millions in ill-gotten profits.”
The detention center is privately operated
by the GEO Group Inc. on behalf of the U.S.
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE).
The Office of the Attorney General states that
GEO is the nation’s second-largest private
prison provider. According to a local detainee
activism group, the Northwest Immigrant
Rights Project (NWIRP), the facility can hold
up to 1,575 detainees, making it one of the largest
immigration detention centers in the country.
The lawsuit was filed in Pierce County
Superior Court on Sept. 20. According to
the Office of the Washington State Attorney
General, the written worker protection law
(RCW 49.46.010(k)), exempts “Any resident,
inmate, or patient of a state, county, or
municipal correctional, detention, treatment or
rehabilitative institution,” from the protections.
The lawsuit, however, claims firstly that the
detainees of the NWDC are not exempt, because
the detention center is a private,for-profit facility.
Because of this, Ferguson argues that “GEO
unjustly enriched itself, meaning it profited
by its illegal actions exploiting its workers.”
Another group heavily involved in the Tacoma
area’s representation of detainees is the NWDC
Resistance. Their website states that the
organization is “a grassroots undocumentedled movement that works to end the detention
of immigrants and stop all deportations.” The
group brings to light many issues involving
inhumane treatment of detainees at the
NWDC, citing a hunger strike and the demands
of its leaders as the root of their mission.
“On Friday, March 7, 2014, approximately
1,200 immigrants held at the Northwest
Detention Center began refusing meals. The
hunger strike continued for 56 days, and
two more hunger strikes were organized that
same year with strikers demanding improved
detention conditions and an end to deportations,”
the NWDC Resistance website states.

(Continued on page 2...)
CORRECTION:
Last week’s Trail mistakenly listed Ella
Frazer as President of the MSA. Frazer
is a member but not the president of
the group.

By Emily Schuelein
“When I first came here in no way
did I think I would be able to go abroad.
With this new policy, it is a possibility
for me,” Joy Risley, a sophomore, said.
The revised financial aid policy for
study abroad allows students “who
study abroad beginning in the 201819 academic year to apply institutional
merit aid as well as need-based aid
to their study abroad experience,”
according to a campus-wide email
from Kris Bartanen, Academic Vice
President, Dean of the University,
Interim Vice President for Student
Affairs and Dean of Students.
The Study Abroad Costs & Aid
page on the University’s website states,
“effective Fall 2018, students studying
abroad will be able to apply both needbased and merit-based financial aid,
including Puget Sound scholarships and
grants, to their study abroad program.”
Students who complete the Free
Application for Federal Student Aid
(FAFSA) and “demonstrate financial
need may use, in conjunction with
federal and state aid, their Puget
Sound scholarships and grants up
to their level of financial need,” the
Study Abroad Costs & Aid page
on the University’s website states.
According to Bartanen’s email,
the new policy has been created to
“reduce barriers for students who
wish to participate in study abroad by
making all institutional aid available,
and make the program financially
sustainable over time by instituting an
appropriately-tiered system of program
fees based on actual program cost.”
The Study Abroad Work Group
helped plan the new policy. Maggie
Mittuch, Associate Vice President
for Student Financial Services, said,
“The academic dean, Kris Bartanen,
convened [the Study Abroad Work
Group] last fall, in early September.

Ultimately that group was formed
to examine what we were doing, to
decide if there were ways to improve
what we were doing, to include
looking at the financial aid policy.”
The Study Abroad Work Group
consisted of “representatives from
finance, student financial services,
faculty, associate deans,” Mittuch
explained. Associated Students of the
University of Puget Sound (ASUPS)
senator Morey Lipsett also worked on
the issue as part of his senate project.
“Any ultimate recommendations
that [the Study Abroad Work Group]
came up with would be made to our
president’s cabinet and they all had to
be budget neutral. It’s really to create
or have a sustainable study abroad
program at Puget Sound but also
recognizing that participation in study
abroad had declined,” Mittuch said.
“The policy goes into place
beginning in Fall 2018,
so
students studying in Fall 2018 are
studying abroad under this new policy,
so those students haven’t even applied
for study abroad yet. For students who
are studying abroad in 17-18 there is
no change in the policy,” Mittuch said.
In response to how the new
policy will affect students studying
abroad as of Fall 2018, Mittuch said,
“We don’t know. We are waiting to
see. It will be interesting to see if there
is a change in participation because
changing the financial aid policy for
study abroad may or may not result in an
increase in students going because the
population of students that were unable
to take all or part of their financial aid
wasn’t the predominant population.”
Mittuch explained that the
International Education Committe
(IEC) and International Programs
will go over the data once students
study ahroad under the new policy.

The IEC is a “faculty committee, and
that group has always been involved
in decisions around not the financial
aid policies per se, but the academic
decisions around study abroad, and it
is that group who is most particularly
interested in ensuring that students
have opportunities to go abroad should
they choose them,” Mittuch said.
The new policy had to be kept
budget neutral, so there was not an
increase in funds, “but there is certainly
resource to allow the population of
students to expand back up to the level
of budget we have available to support
students abroad,” Mittuch said.
From Fall 2017 up to Fall 2018,
“students are charged Puget Sound
tuition and fees for their study abroad
program. If the program includes
housing and meals (all or partial board
plan), the student will also be charged
the Puget Sound rate for housing and
meals,” the Study Abroad Costs & Aid
page on the University’s website states.
The International Program’s budget
was reallocated to move money in order
to support study abroad financially. “We
did all the math to figure out how much
more money would it cost us in financial
aid, and what we could do in order
to provide that opportunity without
impacting the program, and without
causing challenges to other programs
outside of study abroad,” Mittuch said.
There has been a decrease in students
going abroad during the fall and spring
semesters over the last few years, so
the new policy could help increase the
number of students able to go abroad
during the academic school year,
according to Student Financial services.
“I think that this new policy is so much
more inclusive and gives opportunity
to so many more students,” Risley said.
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Attorney General of Washington State sues the
Northwest Detention Center

(Continued from page 1...)

By Ayden Bolin

The NWDC Resistance are advocates
for the detainees of the NWDC, and
cite abusive behavior by guards towards
detainees, months-long waits for court
hearings and poor standards of living in
the facility, among other injustices and
concerns the detainees have raised against
the detention center.
This is an issue that has a base of activism
on the University of Puget Sound campus
as well. Advocates for Detained Voices,
also known as ADV, is a group that works
in solidarity with the NWDC Resistance
and the detainees organizing inside of the
NWDC, according to the club’s president
Rose Pytte.
The group is active off campus in
attending protests every other week, known
as “Solidarity Saturdays,” where they join
NWDC Resistance and other activists
outside the facility to make the demands
of the detainees more visible. Much of the
battle is also being waged against the system
that has allowed private prisons to operate
in this country.
“Basically, we provide a presence at the
Northwest Detention Center to say that we
are not okay with this place existing, we are
in support of the families who have to come
from far away to visit their loved ones, and
also we are in support of the people who are
organizing inside of the detention center,”
Pytte said.

ADV is also focused on campuswide education on topics surrounding
immigration justice and its tie-ins with
racism and colonialism. The NWDC is
specifically a detention center for people
of pending immigration status, a fact that
many take issue with on an institutional
basis. In addition, the group attempts to
make campus safer for people of pending
immigration status.
“We support policies that are aimed
at making UPS a better place for
undocumented students,” Pytte said.
ADV is also showing support for
this lawsuit; however, it does want to
be clear that what would be best for the
institution of private prisons would not
be to reform them, but to dissolve them
entirely.
“ADV is really glad that this lawsuit
is happening. It’s way, way past the
time when it should have happened.
It makes sense that this is the place to
start, the problem with minimum wage.
There’s also a whole list of demands that the
hunger strikers have made, and all of their
demands point to the fact that they are not
being treated as humans by the Northwest
Detention Center,” Pytte said.
The lawsuit being put forth by the
Attorney General is a long-overdue step
towards reform in this private-prison
system; however, the battle for many

Annual Security Report

By Andrew Izzo
This year’s Annual Security Report was
released on Oct. 1, 2017. This report contains
information and statistics about crime and
fire reports on and around campus for the
last three calendar years, starting in January
of 2014 and ending in December of 2016.
This report is required by law through the
Jeanne Clery Disclosure of Campus Security
Policy and Campus Crime Statistics Act
of 1990. This essentially requires colleges
to outline information on crimes and
other incidents that happen on campus.
“It was an effort to make sure campuses
fully disclose what their practices are and
what their crime statistics are,” Director
of Security Todd Badham said. The record
can be accessed through Campus Security’s
page on the University’s website. The main
body of the report is policy on reporting
and contains links to codes of conduct as
they relate to various sections of the text.
Reports from previous years are archived.
If an incident was reported, but then later
determined to be unfounded, the number of
reported incidents would be adjusted. If the
incident was determined to be unfounded
after the calendar year was up, the statistic
would be unchanged. However, a footnote
would be added clarifying that one incident
was unfounded, according to Badham.

All incidents are added to the appropriate
statistic by the date they were reported.
All of the following statistical information
was taken from the published report.
There were no reports of murder,
manslaughter, domestic violence (this is
separate from dating violence), incest/
statutory rape or weapons possession on
or around campus for the last three years.
There was only one drug arrest reported,
but it was on city property, not on campus.
There have been three reports of fires in
residential buildings in the last three years,
one each year. There are two reports of
arson, both in 2016. One count of arson
lines up with a fire report from 2016.
There have been seven reports of motor
vehicle thefts in the last three years.
Two of those happened in areas near to
campus, and the other five on campus.
The Bias-Hate Education Response
Team
(BHERT)
has
received
three
reports
of
vandalism
that
contained bias or hate messaging.
There was a spike in referrals for discipline
for drug use/possession on campus this last
year, from 30 in 2015 to 76 in 2016. A drug
referral is not an arrest, and the Tacoma Police
Department is not called. This means that
the person is reported and then goes through

in the Facilities yard.
A student reported personal belongings,
including a laptop computer, stolen from a
locker in the men’s locker room at the Aquatics
Center.
A student reported his bicycle was stolen from
the storage rack near Regester Hall. The bicycle
was secured with a cable style lock.
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the University’s internal conduct process.
Badham said that there does seem to be more
use of marijuana on campus, but is unsure
of the exact cause. “I don’t know if it’s more
popular now that it’s legal,” Badham said. “I
think there’re lots of hypotheses as to why.”
While use of marijuana is legal in
Washington State for persons over 21, since
Puget Sound receives federal funding, the
federal guidelines for the Drug Free Schools
Act must be enforced. This means that no
drugs may be used or possessed on campus.
Alcohol referrals, however, have gone
down over the last reporting year, from
270 in 2015 to 188 in 2016. There was
one reported alcohol arrest in 2016.
There has only been one report of
aggravated assault in the last three years,
and it did not happen on campus. There
have been five reports of intimidation
on campus and one report off campus. A
footnote was made that the intimidation
report in 2016 was “believed to motivated
by the sexual preference of the reportee.”
Over the last three years there have been
two cases of dating violence on campus.
There have been 25 reported incidents of
rape/forcible fondling in the last three years.
The report defines this as “any sexual act
directed against another person, forcibly
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exist, and other detention centers shouldn’t
exist,” Pytte said.
Puget Sound students who would like to
become more involved in this issue should
reach out to Advocates for Detained Voices,
as well as the NWDC Resistance.

and/or against that person’s will; or not
forcibly or against the person’s will where
the victim is incapable of giving consent.”
“The sexual assault and dating
violence cases we all know are the most
underreported,” Badham said. There has
been a push as a campus to address this issue
so that Security can know what’s happening.
“We’ve really worked hard as a campus
over the last several years to address
that,” Badham said, “by increasing
reporting options and giving people who
do report options as to what happens.”
Badham said that there are probably a few
other crimes that are underreported, such as
having a car broken into, but the statistics
for crimes other than rape/forcible fondling
and dating violence are likely accurate.
Several students said that they had not heard
of the Annual Security Report, and the few
that had heard of it have not read it. Students
are encouraged to read this report and know
what has been happening in our community.
The Trail also provides updates from security
every week for current incidents, and Campus
Security keeps a daily log that any student
can ask to see. It is important to know your
reporting options so that if anything does
happen, help can be given as soon as possible.

This is an ASUPS Media Publication

SECURITY UPDATES
The following is a summary of incidents
reported to Security Services occurring
on campus between October 3, 2017 and
October 9, 2017:
Facilities Services staff reported that storage
boxes on three university vehicles were broken
into and tools were stolen. The thefts occurred
during the night while the vehicles were parked

stretches far past reform and into a territory
of immigration rights and recognizing the
ways racism and nationalism impact people
in Tacoma, as well as communities all over
the United States.
“This is a step towards recognizing the
inhumanity of the entire system, and this
is not the fact that they aren’t being paid
minimum wage, it’s that this is an inhumane
system and the detention center shouldn’t
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Crime Prevention
Crime prevention is a community
responsibility. Please do your part to keep the
campus safe. Security staff work 24/7 and are
available to assist you. Always report suspicious
activity immediately to Security Services
(253.879.331). Be mindful of your safety and

security by using our 24-hour safety escort
program and by keeping belongings secured.
The use of a U-bolt style lock to secure bicycles
is highly recommended. Contact a member
of our team if you have questions or concerns
about campus safety. We are here to serve you.
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Tacoma makes bid for new Amazon headquarters
By Marcelle Rutherfurd

Tacoma is making a bid to be the home
of Amazon’s second headquarters. The
Seattle-based web delivery company is
currently searching for a place that fits the
necessary requirements to be the home of
the building dubbed “HQ2.”
“Amazon is outgrowing its hometown of
Seattle, and Tacoma hopes that by offering
more room to expand and a short commute
to the original headquarters, it can beat
out Amazon’s other suitors,” Geekwire
reported.
If Tacoma were to beat out its competitors
for HQ2, it would mean big economic
changes for the city. Max Coleman ’18,
an Economics major at the University, has
given serious thought as to how this issue
would affect the city and, by extension, the
University.
“I actually talked to Isha [Rajbhandari],
who is a professor who teaches urban
economics here. And we kind of looked
at it and laid out some categories. Jobs
would probably increase by about 20 to
30 thousand; tax revenue would increase.
We’d see increased demand for different
products and services in the city. That

would be kind of good because there’d be
an educated population coming in, and that
would increase, basically, a lot of value, and
when there is an educated population we
get more productive as a region,” Coleman
said.
According to the Seattle Times,
Coleman is right. Amazon would bring a
lot of jobs and revenue into whichever city
or area it chooses to touch down in.
“Amazon would bring a $5 billion
campus with up to 50,000 employees and
8 million square feet of office space. Highpaying jobs would significantly boost
the city’s household income,” the Seattle
Times reported.
According to the Seattle Times,
although Tacoma could use an influx of job
opportunities, the city has not yet recovered
its housing market since the recession. An
influx of Amazon employees would put a
lot of stress on residential communities,
especially in low-income areas. There
would also be the issue of tax incentives
offered to Amazon, which would limit how
much money actually goes back to the city.
“As far as things that are less good, so

in order to get Amazon to come here we’d
probably have to provide pretty significant
tax incentives for them to come here which
would offset that revenue in the end,”
Coleman said.
“If we bring in high-paying jobs we’d
see a lot more gentrification, so people
would be buying up spaces that had been
other places before. We’re also going to see
congestion costs, more people being here,
more traffic. Increased stress on public
goods, public transit, schools, just a lot
more people coming in. Increased housing
costs as they drive up prices, and so on,”
Coleman continued.
The housing issue could prove to be
significant for Tacoma, as there isn’t quite
enough space for a migration of this size.
“With those new jobs, developers
would have to build more housing. While
thousands more apartment units are
planned for Pierce County through 2019,
not enough housing units are being built
for the demand. If Amazon were to locate
here, it could create a housing bonanza,”
the Seattle Times reported.
Puget Sound has many former students

working at Amazon. Amazon often sends
recruiters to career events at the University.
Being in such close proximity to an
Amazon campus would increase student
exposure to the company, and possibly
create more opportunities for internships
and jobs.
Of course, the University is also a business
that pays employees. Amazon coming
to Tacoma would affect other businesses
significantly by attracting people to their
company with promises of higher pay and
increased benefits.
“They’ll drive up the price for labor.
Because people get paid more at Amazon
— since they generally pay pretty well
— it’ll pull other people away from their
jobs. So let’s say there’s a professor here
who could make more at Amazon, a lot of
times they’ll go to Amazon. That means
the University would have to offer higher
wages in order to keep their professors
around. And as the price for labor increases
it creates more inequality,” Coleman said.
It is currently unclear whether Amazon
will accept Tacoma’s bid.

Bringing the secrets of the Pentagon to the University of
Puget Sound
By Keely Coxwell

“Chelsea
Manning
and
Snowden
are
personal
heros,”
Daniel
Ellsberg
said.
On Thursday, Oct. 5, students, faculty members
and members from the community filled every pew
and stood in the back of Kilworth Memorial Chapel
to listen to Daniel Ellsberg’s lecture, “SECRETS:
From the Pentagon Papers to Snowden and Beyond.”
“I was surprised that so many people were there,” Thomas
Aquilina ‘19 said. “I went in blind;
I didn’t know anything about
Daniel Ellsberg or the Pentagon
Papers before the lecture.”
According to Ellsberg’s website,
he “worked on the top secret
McNamara study of U.S.
decision-making in Vietnam
which later came to be known as
the Pentagon Papers.” In 1971 he
sent all 7,000 pages of the study to
New York Times, the Washington
Post and 17 other newspapers,
according
to
his
website.
Ellsberg was arrested for leaking
these documents but his conviction
was dismissed in 1973 on grounds
of governmental misconduct
against him. According to the
University of Puget Sound website,
the leaking of the Pentagon
Papers “led to the end of the
Vietnam War and the resignation
of President Richard Nixon.”
The Pentagon Papers weren’t
the only secrets Ellsberg was
exposed to: “The first night
as a full time employee at the
Pentagon in 1964 ... I had asked,
‘If your war for general nuclear
war are carried out as planned ... how many people will
be killed in the Soviet Union and China?” Ellsberg said.
Ellsberg was not expecting to get an
answer
to
this
question,
but
he
did.
“The answer was in the form of a chart ... with on the
vertical axis millions of dead and on the horizontal axis
months, from zero to six months showing that there
would be increasing casualties from fallout, dust and debris
that it coated with radioactive activity,” Ellsberg said.
This chart showed that the “immediate deaths was 275
million and that rose for six months to 325 million,”
Ellsberg said. Ellsberg then asked how many would
die altogether; in the end the total deaths would be 600
my

million people. Even this number is low because it does not
include how many people would die if Russia retaliated.
“My life’s work is to keep this kind of plan
from ever being carried out,” Ellsberg said.
Ellsberg spoke of the horrible truths
about what could happen in a nuclear war.
“I
thought
I
was
seeing
how
the
world
was
going
to
end,”
Ellsberg
said.

Trump has,” Aquilina said. “I don’t think that a single
person should have the power to potentially kill 98
percent of the world. That is too much power to have.”
“The one nuclear-capable country that can’t cause a
nuclear winter is North Korea. They don’t have enough
nuclear warheads. They could kill 2 billion people,”
Ellsberg said. “But if we went to war with Russia,
everyone would go, including all of the animals.”
Ellsberg discusses the
tensions between the United
States
and
North
Korea.
“We have a president right now
who doesnt sound deterred from
the fact that North Korea has 10
nuclear warheads,” Ellsberg said.
“We have leaked a plan to kill Kim
Jong Un but who is to say that at
the time of his death there isn’t a
plan set in place to shoot off all
nuclear weapons in retaliation.”
“It was a lot of doomsday
and that the end of the world
is coming,” Southwick said.
Despite the serious topics
discussed, Ellsberg made time for
some jokes. “Some of the students
I had dinner with did not know
what the RAND corporation
was, which is okay; you’re not
missing
anything,”
Ellsberg
said to a laughing audience. The
RAND corporation was the
first think tank of the Pentagon
that did research into public
interest in national security.
According to his website, Ellsberg
is the author of three books: “Papers
PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA COMMONS
on the War” (1971), “Secrets: A
Besides the hundreds of millions that would die Memoir of Vietnam and the Pentagon Papers” (2002), and
from the explosion, Ellsberg talked about what would “Risk, Ambiguity and Decision” (2001). In December 2006
happen in the event of a nuclear winter. A nuclear he was awarded the 2006 Right Livelihood Award “for
winter would be caused by the firestorms that result putting peace and truth first, at considerable personal risk, and
from hundreds of nuclear bombs being dropped. dedicating his life to inspiring others to follow his example.”
“The smoke goes very high and stays [in the atmosphere]
“We should try to change things and make a difference.
for over a decade and reduces sunlight to the point that Change the mindset that we are military first and making
all harvests are killed,” Ellsberg said. “This wouldn’t sure that we have enough nuclear power to destroy everyone
cause extinction ... probably some humans would survive. else,” Southwick said. “The military power the US has greatly
But it will kill 98 percent of the people on Earth.” outweighs all other countries and I don’t see why we need that.”
“That’s terrifying. The fact that one decision could kill the
Ellsberg ended the lecture on a more hopeful
vast majority of people is horrible,” Kayla Southwick ‘19 said. note, saying, “one person can make a difference.”
“It makes me feel more aware of the power that President
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‘Gaga: Five Foot Two’
documentary unmasks the star

We need to talk about
the r-word
The University of Puget Sound’s
Campus Films raved about last
month’s showing of “Baby Driver”
on their Facebook page: “With
incredible chases and a killer
soundtrack, this is one you won’t
want to miss!” Unfortunately, the
word “retarded” was hurled six times
within the first seven minutes of the
film.
“Baby Driver” is a film about a
getaway driver named Baby, who
is so immersed in his personal
soundtrack that he rarely speaks. The
film opens with a lengthy car chase,
and then follows Baby through the
city while he picks up coffee for the
criminals he is working for.
When he arrives with the coffee,
one of the heisters, “Griff,” asks the
crime boss about Baby: “What’s his
deal? I mean is he, uh ... retarded?”
The word is used several more times
in the next scene.
The R-word used to be a scientific
term for those with intellectual
disabilities. Dictionary.com lists its
two definitions as “characterized
by a slowness or limitation in
intellectual understanding” and
“Slang. Stupid or foolish.” The
dictionary’s page on the R-word
marks it as “usually offensive.”
The
anti-R-word
movement
“Spread the Word to End the
Word” points out that “over 43 U.S.
states have passed or introduced
legislation to remove ‘mental
retardation’ from laws. …” There
was even a federal law in 2010
that banned the R-word in all
federal policy. So why aren’t people
listening?
The R-word is used not only as an
outdated term to describe people
with intellectual disabilities, but
also as a generic insult akin to
“stupid,” — which is offensive, plain
and simple. Insulting somebody by
comparing them to a person with
an intellectual disability is cruel,
and the normalization of such an
insult must end.
I spoke with Leslie Sieleni, a
“Spread the Word” advocate,
Special Olympics coach of 10 years,
“Fill the Heart” event founder, and,
most importantly, mother of Sean.
Sean is a high school senior with
Down syndrome. His experience
as someone with an intellectual
disability (and someone who has
been called the R-word) has made
him a fierce advocate.
It has hard to believe that Sean is
only a high school student given his
miles-long resume of achievements
and advocacy work.
Sean is a Special Olympics
participant and global messenger,
former member of a group called
“the pals” that advocates for
inclusive education, host of “Spread
the Word” events at his school,
collaborator on “Fill the Heart”
events and creator of multiple
R-word awareness videos. In
his mother’s words, “He’s pretty
awesome.”
When Sean hears or is called the
R-word, Sieleni says he combats
ignorance with patience and

By Sarah Buchlaw
explanation. Sieleni says that those
whom Sean confronts almost always
listen and apologize. Sean teaches
one person and one experience at a
time.
Recently, Sieleni took Sean to a
live production of “Hairspray,” his
favorite movie musical. They were
disgusted to find that the R-word
— never uttered in the movie —
was said in the performance. “We
were mortified,” Sieleni said. She
and Sean immediately sent a letter
to the theater, explaining why the
word is inappropriate.
“It hits so close to home,” Sieleni
said about the use of the R-word
in everyday language, modern
television and film. “It hurts my
heart so much because … it makes
me feel like, you know, my son is
less than, you know, anybody else.”
We could argue that when Griff
grimaces at Baby and whispers his
question about the getaway driver
being “retarded,” he is genuinely
asking if Baby has been diagnosed
with an intellectual disability. Even
if this were the case, the United
States Federal Register notes that
“mental retardation” was replaced
with “intellectual disability” in
September of 2013. Baby Driver
was made in 2017.
The more likely scenario in my
opinion is that this scene is designed
to make an audience laugh. Griff
uses the R-word to belittle and
embarrass Baby, an act which
the other characters and moviewatchers are meant to find comical.
Every time we witness scenes just
like this one and do nothing or laugh
with the rest of the audience, we are
contributing. We are part of a system
that devalues and dehumanizes
people with intellectual disabilities
until or unless we speak out.
Terms like the R-word describe
people as disabled first, humans
last. Starting conversations about
the harm of the R-word and
learning to use what “Spread the
Word” calls “people first” language
are two things everyone can do,
whether they have a disability or
not. People-first language means
calling somebody “a person with a
disability” rather than “disabled.”
A Chicago-Sun Times review
claimed you “wouldn’t dare leave
your seat because you wouldn’t want
to miss a frame” of “Baby Driver.”
I walked out around minute 17 of
this film and you should, too. We
can make a statement by leaving
movies like “Baby Driver” or, better
yet, by refusing to present them in
the first place.
Remember: if you are describing
somebody with an intellectual
disability, the R-word is a medically
incorrect way to do so. If you
are insulting somebody with or
without a disability, the R-word is
an offensive (and comically weak)
choice.
As Sieleni says, “If you’re going to
use the word … just don’t.”
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CW: Offensive language,
discussion of ableism

By Karlee Robinson

Lady Gaga
Consider the multiple elements of your personality
— those you share with some and not with others.
What would you do if your audience were the
world? Lady Gaga vocalizes the pressure artists feel
in justifying, dividing and, overall, compromising
their identity. It’s time we as fans realize what we’re
asking of our muses.
In Lady Gaga’s new Netflix original documentary
“Gaga: Five Foot Two,” released Sept. 22, the fivetime Grammy-award-winning singer/songwriter
explores the turbulent experience of doing “the
opposite of what everyone thinks [she’s] going to
do.” Her broad explanation behind the direction
and ambition of her music underlies the pressure
public expectation puts on artists. We demand
that artists remain authentic, while entertaining us
with shocking new dynamics. Gaga’s documentary
provides insight to the taxing stress of personal
accountability. Fans create expectations too high to
reasonably maintain, restricting artists to a lifestyle
bound by the limitations our opinions set.
The documentary foreshadows and covers Gaga’s
performance at the 2017 Super Bowl. During a
period following her separation with then-fiance
Taylor Kinney, Gaga contemplates the correlation
between personal sadness and musical success.
“When I sold 10 million records, I lost Matt.
When I sold 30 million records, I lose Luke. I get
the movie, I lose Taylor. It’s like a turnover.”
The polarity between depression of loss and ecstasy
of success divides Gaga’s identity in ways beyond
those that the public sees. Additionally managing
conditions like fibromyalgia, the young artist had
no choice but to blur the facade of Gaga into the
reality of Stefani Joanne Angelina Germanotta.
This is reflected in her latest album, “Joanne.”
Before, Gaga based her image on things that the
average person can’t relate to. Now, she displays

Lady Gaga at the Toronto Film Fetival

a raw representation of what’s most important
to her: family. Gaga grew tired of juggling two
images, however essential both may have been to
her collective self in the past.
“Joanne,” the album title, is also a single written
in dedication to Gaga’s late aunt, Joanne. A young
artist herself, Joanne passed almost 40 years ago
from complications with lupus. In an interview
with Darryl Pinckney from the New York Times,
Gaga explained how losing her aunt had one of the
most powerful influences on her family that she’d
ever seen. While Gaga never portrayed her family
as especially sentimental, in an emotional scene
where Gaga shares “Joanne” with her grandmother,
viewers observe their intimate grieving.
Gaga traced her family’s scars, searching for
anecdotes of their loyalty. In one scene, Gaga is
shown looking through Joanne’s old notes and
doodles with her grandmother.
“Hear what I’m not saying. Don’t be fooled. I wear
a mask. A thousand masks. So I play the game. The
glittering but empty parade of the masks.”
This poem, read aloud in the album, is one of
Gaga’s aunt’s. Joanne describes how fans limited her
artistic expression, and asks to be released by deeper
consideration of what lies beneath her “masks.”
Gaga’s music has intrinsic personability, and serves
as a form of self-care and growth for the artist.
Gaga’s music is a reflection of what she needs, and
it seems she currently craves introspection, space,
self-realized individuality and regrounding in her
family roots. I say this because Gaga’s image and
music has evolved from outward glamour to one
of self-reflection. Because Gaga considers family
the pedestal of her identity, “Joanne” could be
interpreted as the transition from the fabricated
images artists are forced to embody into a more
genuine and intimate persona.
“Gaga: Five Foot Two” provides answers behind
the current direction of the young artist’s music.
Gaga questions to what extent we are only that
which our peers see in us. She’s clearly concerned
with the contingency of future happiness and
with the amount of personal happiness we vest in
others; both are worries her fans can easily relate to.
However, Gaga proves through action that while
we can’t deny the influence of others, we can control
the extent to which we allow them to control us.
You don’t have to be who your peers view you to be.
You can change your image, explore new interests,
answer to different priorities, etc. You don’t need to
justify the flux of self-image, if you understand selfimage to reflect self-understanding.
Gaga is an artist — collectively, a multifaceted
woman of many talents and unknown elements.
Above all else, though, she maintains, “I am Joanne;
I am my father’s daughter.”
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The Happy Trail is The Trail’s weekly sex column that seeks to inform the community on issues related to sexuality and gender by addressing these topics in an education-based way. Our mission
is to make the campus a safer place by normalizing and demystifying topics like safer sex practices, sexualities, kinks and polyamory, while shedding light on topics like trans rights, sexual and domestic violence, gender inequalities and intersectionality. Happy Trail correspondents are not medical professionals; if you have a medical concern contact CHWS or a local clinic. Otherwise, direct
your sexuality and gender questions to nalee@pugetsound.edu. Respond to Happy Trail articles in the form of a letter to the editor sent to trail@pugetsound.edu.

Pressing the button in your b-hole: Finding the prostate

Until now, the prostate had been a bit of a myth to
me. What does it do? Why does it need to be checked?
Do I have one? After some extensive research on the
anatomical, medical and sexual nature of the prostate,
I present you with Prostate 101.
What is the prostate? The prostate is a muscular gland
located between the bladder and the rectum in people
with penile anatomy. It exists to secrete a milky-white
alkaline (basic) substance that contributes to the final
ejaculate fluid. The secretions work to balance out both
the penis’ urethra and the vagina’s acidity and produce
optimal conditions for sperm survival. The prostate
also contains smooth muscles that force this fluid
into the urethra just before ejaculation. Stimulating
the prostate via anal penetration can create immense
pleasure and lead to stronger orgasms.
As people with penile anatomy age, their prostate
expands from the size of a golf ball in their 20s to the size
of a lemon around 60, according to an online article by
Eden Fantasys. As it grows, the prostate constrains the
urethra and can make urination difficult. Additionally,
the prostate is prone to cancerous growths, thus people
with prostates over the age of 50 should regularly
schedule or perform prostate examinations. We’ll get
to that how-to in a second.
Just because there’s not a prostate up your rectum,

though, doesn’t mean there’s nothing to explore
down there. Sometimes referred to as the mythical
“G-spot, or Grafenburg spot,” the paraurethral sponge
two to three inches into the vagina can be indirectly
stimulated through anal penetration, so stay tuned.
Whether you want to find your prostate for business
(medical exam) or pleasure (sexy reasons), the key
to anal penetration is to stay relaxed and sanitary.
The anus has two muscular sphincters: external and
internal. Humans can voluntarily expand/contract the
external sphincter, but the internal one is less easily
swayed. Like any muscle, it will relax with warm, gentle
movement. It’s a good idea to take a warm bath before
anal penetration; it’ll warm up your muscles and your
sex drive. Next, make sure anything potentially going
into you or your partner is washed and disinfected
with a neutral soap. If fingers are on the menu, wash
them thoroughly and cut your fingernails. Feel free to
use gloves or a condom as a sanitary, protective layer.
All bodies are different, so play around and find a
position that’s most comfortable for you. If you’re
alone, try lying on your back with your knees bent. If
you’re with a partner, try going on all fours or standing
and bending over. Apply lube to your fingers/anus and
slowly start massaging the external sphincter. Do not
simply stick your cold, lubed-up latex finger in your

School sex ed and queer youth

By Emma Holmes

butt! You deserve better.
As you and your external sphincter relax, slide a single
finger into your rectum and slowly start massaging the
internal sphincter. Once it, too, relaxes, curve your
finger upwards; as if you’re saying “Come hither” to
your prostate. It should feel like — and I apologize
for this comparison — a squishy walnut. If you just
want to know where it is, stop reading. If you want to
experience a sexual revelation, continue.
Start slowly massaging the prostate with gently
increasing pressure. Play with what feels good or
different. If you have a vagina, you won’t feel the squishy
walnut, but continued anal penetration can stimulate
the G-spot. Every person’s anatomy is unique, so give
yourself time and patience to find what feels right for
you and in what combination. You can dive into this
solo, or explore it with a partner. I know this subject
comes with a lot of socialized discomfort, so please
remember that you never have to participate in a sexual
act that makes you uncomfortable. However, if you are
feeling ready and curious about the squishy walnut,
now you can introduce yourself.
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By Meghan Rogers

Interviewees
Olivia (MN) ‘19 she/her
Benjamin (Midloathian, TX) ‘18 they/them
Luke (Orinda, CA) ‘19 he/him
Castor Kent (Sunnyvale, CA) they/them ‘18

How old were you when you had sex ed? W here?
Olivia: We had sex ed in seventh grade. It was mostly puberty talk with some
sex, and then in senior year we had an in-depth course for academic credit year
long. You could take it as a class or take it online.
Benjamin: I didn’t have a lot. In sixth grade, we all had a unit on the reproductive
system. Y’know, like gonads of male and female bodies. And that was it. We
didn’t even learn about semen and vaginas. I never learned about condoms or
anything like that. I went to a private school in the South that was founded in
the segregation era. We didn’t have sex ed in high school or anything. Isn’t that
cool? Sex ed was part of the bio curriculum for us. Our teacher didn’t really
know a lot. He also told us that Galileo invented the telescope later in the year.
Castor: We had it three times — in f ifth grade, seventh grade, and tenth
grade. In elementary school the boys and girls got separated and watched the
same videos. That was it. These body parts and these body parts interact and
this is how children are made, nothing beyond that. I don’t think we were
tested on it or anything; it was also optional and you had to get a permission
slip signed.
In middle school in seventhth grade there was an assembly where some
20-somethings put on a musical that taught about what condoms were and what
it means to be attracted to someone. They sang songs and it was weird. It felt
basic ... but if you didn’t get anything at home it was something. I sat at the very
back of the bleachers and joked around with my friend.
In high school we had health, which was a quarter class. I think it was supposed
to be sex ed ... we watched the Biggest Loser and Intervention and my teacher
would google people and body shame them.
Luke: First time I ever had sex ed was in the f ifth grade, so about 10 years
old. Then every year or so in middle and high school they would increase the
information. The only off icial sex ed I got was through school. Def initely
information got to me through the internet though.
How was queerness discussed in your sex ed? How did what was discussed
affect your queerness?
Olivia: My middle school’s health teacher was a lesbian woman, so many of
the students asked about why she was a health teacher if she was a lesbian ...
People would ask really heterosexual questions in the question box at the end
with the intention of making her uncomfortable. She would always say, “Well,
I haven’t experienced it but …” A lot of people invalidated her for teaching sex
ed as a gay woman. And I would make fun of her too because I didn’t identify
as queer then.
Benjamin: No. In fact, at least when I was there, gay and lesbian couples
weren’t allowed to dance together at prom. Students weren’t allowed to talk
about gay issues at school. There wasn’t a stress to have sex that anyone would
f ind alienating, because there wasn’t even a stress on heterosexual sex. There
was just nothing. I guess it was alienating in a way that people just assumed you
were straight, but that really wasn’t coming from the sex ed. The sex ed was just
such a nothing. It helped that I was gay because gay people are generally better
about having classroom communities about safe sex.
Castor: They spent a lot of time on some dude being like, “My body reacts
in this way when I see a girl.” There was one openly-gay math teacher and
he would help you out if you asked him, but he was the only person. It would
have been nice to at least have had the option of having a queer sex ed. ... In
fourth grade my parents gave me some picture books that sort of explained it
but that’s it. I just didn’t f ind out at all on my own. I also identif ied as ace for
a really long time. I think part of that also is that I didn’t really understand. ...
There was a GSA at my school and when I became an off icer I changed it to

GSMA (Gender and Sexual Minorities Alliance) I kind of ran the club in that
I had educational sessions every Wednesday where I taught people words and
their def initions like “This is what lesbian means. ...” So technically but not
really. ... Gender wasn’t discussed. In 10th grade they divide you up by your
science class and everyone gets a cup and you pour part of your cup into other
people’s cup and it’s supposed to show how STDs travel. They also showed us
a paper heart to explain to us how women get attached, and they tore it in half
and were like, “She had sex once.” And then like what’s left for her husband?
That’s literally untrue. ... I would have loved to normalize conversations about
it and normalizing conversations with partners about STDs and consent.
There’s nothing about consent ever! And that’s the most important part of sex!
Language was deeply heteronormative and cisnormative.
Luke: Queerness was never really discussed, except maybe in passing. I think
classmates made jokes about it and everything but never anything more serious.
There are uncertainties about what is safe or how to be safe because of this.
Was contraception discussed? How?
Olivia: We talked about consent when they were talking about different sexual
terms. They demonstrated it with a video with male and female couple puppets.
I have zero memory of them discussing sex between the same gender. They
were open with talking about sex in general, but not with homosexual sex. I
put condoms on bananas and stuff like that. I just remember everyone laughing
about it, because people are so wildly uncomfortable talking about it — even
in my senior year of high school. Even I felt uncomfortable talking about it
though, even though I shouldn’t. ... But everyone thinks it’s funny until they
actually experience it and they’re like, “Oh f—-.”
Benjamin: We only learned names of reproductive organs. I didn’t realize
myself until now that I literally didn’t have sex ed. We didn’t talk about
relationships or anything like that either. There was an assumption that you
will only be having reproductive sex if you’re a woman and I guess if you’re a
man it’s probably not your problem if you don’t wear a condom.
Luke: In high school, they talked about STIs and contraception, etc. I think
one time time we had a weird game where we had to swap cards with people and
then at the end we checked them to see how many STIs we got, which was kind
of weird and def initely gave a negative undertone to everything.
W hat could have been done differently in Sex Ed?
Olivia: I was really uncomfortable with thinking of myself as a sexual being.
I didn’t masturbate until freshman year of college. Masturbated ... I was just
uncomfortable with the thought of being by myself because I had only learned
about sex between a man and a woman and that was what I was comfortable
with and I was grossed out by myself. I feel like earlier in sex ed they could have
helped me be more comfortable.
Benjamin: Oh my god, if I had seen a depiction of gay sex ... Oh my god,
that would have been really good! Or just had it talked about in an okay way
... but that’s the thing: it doesn’t just come from the students; it comes from
all of the teaching staff and administration on campuses. Everyone was deeply
homophobic. Talking about what I needed is just talking about things that
aren’t going to happen.
Castor: I think it would be really helpful to have college campuses have
conversations on the topic. I personally feel uncomfortable talking about the
topic but to have the option or just to have it be a thing run by CHWS or a
group of students that people could just optionally come to just to learn in a
very matter of fact that would be really cool. Or to have a sex educator come to
campus, because I think a lot of people here come from places where there was
nothing. Because k-12 lacks so much, I think college could help to f ill in those
gaps.
Luke: I think they could have been more aware of how different people are,
and how to educate queer people in sex ed instead of showing everyone how to
put a condom on a banana for the tenth time.
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Puget Sound junior celebrates completion of her second interactive art piece
By Haley Suzuki

A chalkboard mural recently popped up on the wall of
the information desk outside of Diversions Cafe. It reads,
“What would YOU like to accomplish while you’re here?”
and asks the campus community to respond using chalk.
The mind behind this interactive art piece is University
of Puget Sound junior Sophia Munic. Those returning to
campus might remember the student-created sculptures
scattered around campus last year, specifically the huge,
white sewing needle on Todd Field that asked passersby to
write on it with markers.
The needle sculpture started as a group project for an art

class, and Munic wanted to continue creating interactive
art for the campus through the chalkboard mural.
The inspiration for these interactive projects arose when
Munic noticed an absence of student art expression around
campus. “There is a lack of student [art]work displayed on
this campus, and none of that work is interactive. In our
student center there is so little art or presence of student’s
expressions,” Munic said. “That has always bothered me.”
Munic hopes the chalkboard will emulate the role and
level of interaction her large needle sculpture on Todd
Field had. “[The needle] was meant to act as a shelter, to

take your time out of walking to class every day, to make
students forget the stress of going to class.” According to
Munic, the sculpture was covered with writing by the end
of the first day it was displayed, and Munic was glad to
see high levels of interaction from the campus community
with her art.
The chalkboard mural now permanently in Wheelock
Student Center is currently in its “test run” stage, meaning
Munic is still figuring out logistics for mural upkeep. To
encourage interaction, Munic has been writing questions
for students to answer and changing the questions every
few days. Aside from asking questions, she
plans on inviting different artists to draw an
unfinished picture, and have viewers finish
the drawing.
The process of creating the mural started
about a year ago. Initially, Munic planned on
applying for the Expressions Fund through
the Associated Students of the University
of Puget Sound (ASUPS). The Expressions
Fund supports students seeking to improve
the campus community by funding projects
that uplift the campus and give an identity to
issues that may not already have a presence
around campus.
However, upon getting a budget of
$2000 approved through Union Board, the
committee that oversees the Student Union
Building, Munic no longer needed to apply
through the Expressions Fund.
According to Munic, planning the project
proved most challenging compared to the
actual implementation. “Over the summer, I
wrote a proposal on why I wanted to do it, and
why [the Union Board] should care,” Munic
said. “The Union Board was super into the
idea.” She encourages other students to take
advantage of these funds from ASUPS and
the Union Board to pursue their own creative
projects.
The biggest challenge is maintaining the
interaction with the mural even after she
graduates. She is working on making sure
the project can sustain itself with student and
staff support going into the future.
Munic encourages students to submit
questions or other ideas for the mural to her
at smunic@pugetsound.edu.
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Puget Sound supports YWCA’s Domestic Violence Action
Month with on-campus events and awareness
By Christina Pelletier

Loyal patrons of Diversions Cafe might
notice purple ribbons on their to-go cups
this month, stuck on in honor of Domestic
Violence Action Month (DVAM).
DVAM started with the purpose of
connecting women and children who were
victims of abuse. In 1981, it began with just
the “Day of Unity.” It expanded to a week
of remembrance and advocacy until 1987,
when the first Domestic Violence Action
Month, as it is called today, was observed.
The University of Washington’s Sexual
Assault Resources defines domestic violence
as “physical harm, bodily injury, assault, or
the infliction of fear of imminent physical
harm, bodily injury, or assault,” by spouses,
former spouses, any kind of domestic
partner or a family member. According to
the National Coalition Against Domestic
Violence, about 20,000 phone calls to
domestic violence hotlines are made daily
nationwide.
Domestic violence is not confined to just
within a household. It occurs on college
campuses across the nation, and women
ages 16–24 are most likely to experience
intimate partner violence. According to the
Title IX information website knowyourIX.
org, “43 percent of dating college women
report experiencing violent and abusive
dating behaviors including physical, sexual,
technology-facilitated, verbal or other
forms of controlling abuse.”
Raising awareness not only brings the

subject to light but it calls
for action. According to the National
Violence Against Women Survey created
by the National Institute of Justice, only
“25 percent of physical assaults perpetrated
against women are reported to the police
annually.” By bringing attention to the
subject and talking about it, survivors of
domestic violence may feel encouraged
to share their experience with intimate
partner violence. If you or someone you
know is looking for help on campus,
Campus Health and Wellness Services
(CHWS) has several resources available to
students.
YWCA Pierce County has decided to
hold Domestic Violence Action Month in
hopes of changing the way people see and
talk about domestic violence and ending
the stigma surrounding rape. Their goal is
to “mov[e] the focus from understanding
the issue to taking action to prevent and
end domestic violence in our community.”
YWCA Pierce County has set up events
to raise money and awareness for domestic
violence. On Oct. 26 at 6 p.m. Kilworth
Memorial Chapel at the University of
Puget Sound will host a night of stories
from domestic violence survivors. It is $10
for students and $20 for the general public.
A link to purchase tickets can be accessed
through https://www.ywcapiercecounty.
org/dvam.
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For more information on domestic violence visit www.nrcdv.org.
The National Domestic Violence Hotline is 1-800-799-7233
CHWS offers a Survivors of Sexual Assault Support Group that meets every Tuesday
from 4-5:30 p.m. For more information, contact Charee Boulter at 253-879-1555.
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Dexter Gordon marks 15th year on campus
By Angela Cookston

Professor Dexter Gordon, who started at the University
of Puget Sound in 2002, has had a profound impact on the
on and off-campus communities alike. From changing the
on-campus conversation about race to teaching freshman
seminars, he is a trailblazer for the African American
Studies and Communication departments.
As a professor, Gordon faces many challenges. “I
often teach … these issues that students have very little
experience in a classroom exploring,” Gordon said. “So
that’s the challenge, to bring my students into that difficult
but necessary conversation.”
But overall, Gordon enjoys the way his topics challenge
students. “I happen to believe that the classroom, as I
declare to my students, is a workroom where we have an
encounter of ideas.”
Gordon has always taught, even before becoming a
professor. He started by teaching in a Baptist church
Sunday school when he was a child, and later in secondary
school taught sports to his peers. “I’ve been a teacher
literally since I’ve been a child,” he said.
When asked why he had chosen to teach at the University
of Puget Sound, Gordon said, “I came to the University of
Puget Sound, one might say, quite by accident.”
Gordon was working at the University of Alabama when
he was invited to present his work at the University of
Puget Sound. At this time, he had already accepted a job
at another university but could not find housing for his
family.

When he visited the Pacific Northwest, he
thought, “This is the prettiest place I’ve seen in the
nation.” It was then that the University of Puget
Sound offered Gordon a job.
Gordon explained how the Pacific Northwest the
perfect place for him to live. “I grew up in Jamaica.
Where I grew up, the sea is in front of you and
mountains are at your back. So having lived in the
U.S. for a while on these flat lands, I was losing
my soul. I needed water and mountains. So when
I came out here [to Tacoma] … I called my spouse
and said, ‘I’ve found the place.’”
Since starting at the University, Gordon
has accomplished much, including playing a
fundamental part in helping African American
Studies become a major.
Outside of the University of Puget Sound,
Gordon is actively involved with the Tacoma
social justice community. He is an active part
of the group “The Conversation,” which tackles
challenging and taboo topics not often discussed.
He is also involved with the “Tacoma Pierce
County Black Collective,” a historical group that
meets to discuss issues of politics, economics,
housing and other impacts on the African
American community. Additionally, Gordon is a
co-chair of the Community Healthcare Alliance
(CHA), a Pierce County group which seeks to
hold healthcare providers
accountable.
Most notably, Gordon
is the Director of the
Race
and
Pedagogy
Institute, which he started
alongside colleagues Grace
Livingston, Nancy Bristow
and Carolyn Weisz.
Gordon explained that the
Race and Pedagogy Institute
began following repeated blackface
incidents on campus in 2002.
Students of color began to question
their place at the University and felt
their campus community did not
hear their concerns.
In response to this lack of
community support, Gordon began
gathering colleagues to address one
question: “What’s the role of race
in the development and delivery of
your curriculum?”
These initial gatherings brought in
small numbers and weren’t making
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the impact that they needed to. “We wanted to affect
campus with this challenge around issues of education and
race,” Gordon said. “And so we decided we want to host a
conference.”
Gordon said that they were expecting 50 people at their
first conference, but many more turned out. “Eventually,
it was 2,500 people [who attended] the weekend of the
first Race and Pedagogy National Conference. This was
September 14 and 15, 2006.”
“It was successful beyond expectation,” Gordon said.
Race and Pedagogy National Conferences take place
once every four years. The next conference will take place
September 27-29, 2018. It is open to students, faculty and
staff.
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Last week in ASUPS: What’s up in Senate?
UPDATES FROM ASUPS: Senate Chair Katie Handick has agreed to send updates of
measures and actions passed in senate to The Trail each week so that we can share them
with the campus community. Below are Katie’s updates!
We confirmed FairVote UPS
as an ASUPS club. The club
is devoted to discussing rank
choice voting and its benefits.
We also confirmed Women
in Politics as an AUPS club.
Frustrated students in the
Politics and Government (P&G)
department created the club in
hopes of providing a space where
women could discuss feminist
readings not found traditionally

in the courses for the P&G major.
Members also provide support
for each other, being people who
identify as female or who don’t
identify within the gender binary.
We as senators are very excited
to see what this club accomplishes,
and how it impacts the study
of P&G here at Puget Sound.
We’ve also been discussing our
next long-term goal of improving
the perception students have of

the senate and ASUPS as a whole.
We recognize the stereotypes
that suggest ASUPS doesn’t do
anything for students, or that we
don’t handle students’ money well.
With every decision we make, the
students’ wellbeing is our priority.
We will continue to work hard to
prove our devotion to this campus
and its students and we hope this
campus can recognize this in time.
More updates to come every week!
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NBA season brings plenty of storylines

THE NBA IS BACK — but did it ever really leave? This summer saw the Association
finally hit year-round status, with an exciting offseason that saw many big-name players
switching teams. The offseason has changed the shape of the league, and to look forward,
let’s look back at the 10 most significant moves of the offseason.
(Quick rundown of the rules: if players were traded for one another, then they count in the
same move; e.g. Oladipo to the Pacers and Paul George to the Thunder is the same move.
Also, we’re only looking at trades and free agent signings, not the draft.)
10. Nick Young signs with the Golden State Warriors.
There’s a 10 percent chance this causes the Warriors to implode. The other 90 percent is we
get to see NBA Champion Nick Young, who should rival NBA Champion JR Smith.
9. Dwight Howard traded to the Charlotte Hornets.
Howard is still a serviceable basketball player, but has not been a very good teammate. His
return home to Atlanta was a failure. If he can redeem himself the Hornets, with Kemba
and rookie Malik Monk, he could make noise in a weak Eastern Conference. More likely is
a first-round exit with Howard pouting at lack of touches.
8. Dwyane Wade to the Cleveland Cavaliers.
Wade has looked old over the past three or four years, leaving his prime the same time
LeBron left Miami. Being back with his old running mate could help Wade’s career, and he
provides the Cavs more offensive firepower. However, the defensive pairing of Wade and
Isaiah Thomas or Derrick Rose in the Cavs backcourt will, to put it politely, not end well.
7. Paul Millsap to the Denver Nuggets.
Millsap has been a very good player throughout his career, and his signing with the Nuggets adds veteran leadership to a young, exciting team. A frontcourt with both Millsap and
Nikola Jokic is a dangerous combo. The Nuggets nearly made the playoffs last season, and
should manage to squeeze in among a loaded Western Conference.

By Kevin White

2. Chris Paul traded to the Houston Rockets.
In Paul, the Rockets get one of the best point guards of all time, and a second all-NBA
guard to complement James Harden. Houston will have an All-Star guard on the court at
all times this season. Neither Paul, Harden, nor head coach Mike D’Antoni have shown the
ability to advance in the playoffs, and there remains a question of whether Paul will fit in the
system. Houston gave a lot to the LA Clippers for Paul, and the Clippers may make some
noise with Pat Beverley and Lou Williams joining the team.
1. Kyrie Irving traded to the Boston Celtics for Isaiah Thomas, Jae Crowder and the
Brooklyn Nets 1st Round Pick
This trade was a doozy. Danny Ainge finally used the assets he had hoarded and sprung for a
discontent Irving. The Cavaliers gain a contract year with Thomas, who has been outwardly
angry at the Celtics organization for disloyalty. Crowder adds depth and defense to the
team, and the Cavs have a high draft pick to start a quick rebuild if LeBron James leaves
after this season. Sophomore Destin Newfont (Barnardsville, North Carolina), host of the
Puget Sound Sports Hour on KUPS, identifies the pick as the most important part: “[The
Cavaliers] can swap it for an extra piece to help them compete.” As for the Celtics, they
upgrade at the point guard position, and free up space for highly-drafted Jaylen Brown and
Jayson Tatum on the wing. These two teams will likely match up in the playoffs, and the
animosity should be high.
Finals Prediction: The West has gotten better, both the Thunder and Rockets may compete
with the Warriors, the Warriors have brought everyone of importance back and should still
make the Finals. In the East, the Celtics have improved greatly, and this may be the first
season in seven years that LeBron doesn’t make the finals. Warriors over Celtics in six.

6. Jimmy Butler to the Minnesota Timberwolves.
Tom Thibodeau absolutely robbed his former employer, the Chicago Bulls, by trading for
Jimmy Butler. Butler adds a level of defense that the T’wolves desperately need. The Wolves
were many people’s pick last season to make the playoffs and make some noise. Jimmy Butler was an eight-seed when his running mates were washed up Dwyane Wade and Rajon
Rondo. Now he has two under-24 first-overall picks in Andrew Wiggins and Karl-Anthony
Towns with whom to work. The Wolves’ postseason drought should end this season.
5. Carmelo Anthony to the Oklahoma City Thunder.
Carmelo had his relationship with the New York Knicks sour, and eventually approved a
trade. Joining reigning MVP Russell Westbrook in Oklahoma City gives Carmelo the most
talented teammate he has had since Allen Iverson in Denver. If Carmelo can learn to be
a third option, the Thunder could be a threat to the Warriors. Puget Sound senior Gabe
Vergez (Berkeley, California) thinks after the trade for Anthony, “the Thunder are probably
the second best team in the West,” and that Anthony moving into a lessened role will be
good for both him and the team.
4. Gordon Hayward to the Boston Celtics.
Out of all the free-agent signings and trades that occurred this offseason, Hayward made
the smartest one. He moves from an ultra-competitive Western Conference to a barren
East, joining his college coach. Hayward was the most coveted free agent heading into free
agency, and provides another option to the Celtics.
3. Paul George to the Oklahoma City Thunder.
Sam Presti was a busy general manager this offseason. George is a top-15 player, bringing a
great two-way play to the team. If George can accept being a second-fiddle to Westbrook,
which shouldn’t be hard, the Thunder will have provided the necessary help for Westbrook
to succeed. The Thunder should improve from last year, and will be a tough beat for the
Warriors.

C o u l d C h r i s Pa u l p u t t h e R o c ke t s ove r t h e t o p ?
PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

Behind the scenes of the athletic department
By Gabi Marrese

The structural and logistical aspects of the athletic
program have been changing throughout history. Puget
Sound Athletics has been in the Division II, NAIA and
Division I baseball at one point. The athletic department
finally got into a set system when the Loggers joined the
Division-III Northwest Conference in 1999. Shortly after,
Amy Hackett decided to take the position of Director of
Athletics in 2003.
“We were still trying to understand what that [the
Division-III model] meant for our program. We were
without scholarships and back to being maroon and white,
while trying to figure out how competitive we wanted to
be in a Division-III program and how competitive we
were allowed to be within the restructured Northwest
Conference,” Hackett said.
Along with settling into a new division, Hackett was
working with then-president Ron Thomas on improving
Lower Baker field.
“When I first came here that was essentially an uneven
bog. It used to be known as the ‘Baker Bog’ so it was a
non-usable field once the rains hit and didn’t have lights.
That was one of the first things we did on a facility level,”
Hackett said.
As a Division-III athletic program, the Loggers realized
that this didn’t mean they could not be competitive
but instead had the ability to promote the Division-III
philosophy.
The NCAA describes the Division-III experience as,
“Academics are the primary focus for Division III studentathletes. The division minimizes the conflicts between
athletics and academics and helps student-athletes progress

toward graduation through shorter practice and playing
seasons and regional competition that reduces time away
from academic studies. Participants are integrated on
campus and treated like all other members of the student
body, keeping them focused on being a student first.”
Complying with the NCAA rules and promoting the
Division-III model is only one of many responsibilities of
the Director of Athletics. Puget Sound has had 14 head
coaches for 23 varsity programs and approximately 500
student athletes.
“My role is director of physical education, athletics and
recreation. I also oversee our administrative staff, which
includes our head athletic trainer, who is our Director of
Sports Medicine, Director of Athletics Communication,
and office coordination. I serve as the budget manager,
business manager for our department, by managing our
department budget as well as all of our different accounts
and processing payments. Student Athlete Welfare is
one of the number of topics as to how we care for our
student athletes from our sports medicine area to different
programing including academic support that we offer,”
Hackett said.
This job covers a large area of oversight in many different
fields. It is not for everyone and takes a particular person
interested in this area to take on what Hackett does. Hackett
started off working for minor league professional baseball
in Tennessee before heading back to graduate school for
her masters in sports administration. She then started at
Santa Clara as the Associate Athletic Director and decided
to stay in the area of college athletics. Before coming to
Puget Sound she was an Associate Athletic Director at the

University of Utah.
“I got started very young. My friends always joked that I
was the one who was organizing the neighborhood kickball
games. I played sports growing up but I also had an idea
with the organizational side and really started looking at
that part at a very young point in career development, even
at the high school level,” Hackett said.
Hackett and the dedicated associates in her department
work relentlessly to successfully operate a program like
this. In addition to starting off a busy year the athletic
department said goodbye to Robin Hamilton, Associate
Director of Athletics.
“She had a huge impact on our program — 32 years of
dedication to the University, institutional knowledge and a
lot of that is still probably in her head. And understanding
and making sure we were able to start the year in an
easy transition was a challenge this year. I think more
importantly her presence, understanding of the institution
and her commitment to the University will feel that absence
throughout this year as we get our footing and understand
the scope of her influence,” Hackett said.
Hamilton’s position is filled on a temporary/interim basis
and will be evaluated further whether the job remains
designed or where the program needs necessary support.
Not many see all the work that goes into even one sporting
event and our athletic program consistently has at least one
home game each weekend. This means that there is never a
dull moment in the department and the hours of work they
put in on behalf of the University.

SPORTS & OU TDOORS
Sports Recaps
B y Tay la M ac P herson

VOLLEYBALL

On Wednesday, Oct. 4, the women’s volleyball
team competed against Pacific Lutheran
University. The Loggers fell to the Lutes
3-0. The Loggers struggled to connect and
find a way to earn points. The first and third
set the Loggers fell to the Lutes 25-13 and
25-16. Yet, in the second set the Loggers
battled long and hard, barely losing 26-24.
Rachael Garrison had 28 digs and Katarina
Moffett had a season high of eight kills
during the game. The women’s volleyball
team faced Lewis & Clark on Saturday, Oct.
7. The team bounced back with high energy
and grit and demolished the Pioneers 3-0.
Kristen Miguel notched 11 kills and 10 digs,
making her fourth season double-double.
Additionally, Moira McVicar had 32 assists
and 10 digs. The Loggers travel to Whitman
on Friday, Oct. 13 for their next match.

MEN’S SOCCER

Men’s soccer faced Pacific Lutheran University,
the second-ranked team in the Northwest
Conference, at the Lutes’ home field on
Saturday, Oct. 7. The Loggers fought a long
90 minutes, but both teams were scoreless in
regulation time. Throughout the game, both
teams had similar statistics. Pacific Lutheran
had a total of 10 shots and the Loggers had 8;
both teams had 5 shots on goal. In overtime,
Luke Murdock and Stefan Jensen had two
shots on goal, but were unable to find the
net. However, in the 108th minute the Lutes
were able to find the net by Bennett Bugbee,
which ended the game for a final score of
1-0 Lutes. The Loggers take on George
Fox University Saturday, Oct. 14 at home.

WOMEN’S SOCCER

Women’s soccer competed against Willamette
University on Saturday, Oct. 7 at home. The
Loggers and Bearcats were both scoreless
after regulation play. The Loggers outshot the
Bearcats 12-10, seven shots of which were
on goal for the Loggers and four that were
on goal for the Bearcats. Tayla MacPherson
recorded four shots and Jamie Lange
recorded four saves in goal. In overtime,
Genevieve Cheatham came close to scoring
the game winner, but the ball hit the far
post of the goal and bounced out. After 110
minutes the game remained scoreless, and
concluded with a 0-0 tie. On Sunday, Oct.
8, the women’s soccer team played Pacific
University, beating the Boxers 2-0. The first
goal was scored by Genevieve Cheatham in
the 13th minute. Tess Peppis crossed a driven
ball to Cheatham’s feet and Cheatham was
able to find the net. The second goal was
scored by Emily Prasil in the 22nd minute.
Prasil found the net after dribbling down
the line and taking a shot from the left flank
of the field, bending it around the Boxers’
goalkeeper. The Loggers travel to Oregon on
Friday, Oct. 13 to play Linfield University.

FOOTBALL

After a tough loss to Pacific Lutheran on
Saturday, Sept. 30, the Loggers bounced back
and defeated Lewis & Clark by 22 points. The
Loggers scored all of their points in the first
half of the game. The first touchdown came
from a 68-yard pass from Tanner Diebold to
Duncan Verla, putting the Loggers ahead 7-0.
Shortly after, Vance Wood scored a touchdown
from a 13-yard run from Diebold. The Pioneers
were able to gain three points off a 25-yard
field goal late in the first quarter, ending the
quarter 14-3. The second quarter the Loggers
scored three more touchdowns from Jacob
Smith, Collin Heimbach and Paul Thomas.
Additionally, Brent McCoy, Zackary Teats
and Jason Clayton had interceptions, helping
the Loggers win back the ball and continue to
score. Additionally, AJ Johnson accomplished
89 receiving yards on six receptions. In the
second half of the game Pioneers scored a
touchdown and another field goal, making the
final score 35-13. Loggers take the field next at
Pacific University on Saturday, Oct. 14 at 1 p.m.
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MLB season brings records and excitement
By Kevin White

Back in February of 2017, the beginnings
of the new Major League Baseball (MLB)
season were only in the early stages of
development. The Grapefruit league in
Florida brought together the powerhouse
teams of the east, including the Houston
Astros, Boston Red Sox and Washington
Nationals. The Cactus League in Arizona
brought the previous World Series
contenders, the Chicago Cubs and
Cleveland Indians, back together to play
just three months after the Cubs’ historic
season ended with a title.
Back in February, little speculation
was offered as to what 2017 would
bring. Another Cubs championship?
A pitching-dominated league? A new
rookie to wow both young and old lovers
of the game? No one could give certainty
to any of these speculations back in
Florida and Arizona. No one could guess
the record-setting year that 2017 would
bring to Major League Baseball.
2017 was a year of records for both
home-runs and strikeouts in the league.
According to MLB.com, 6,105 home
runs were hit throughout the entirety of
this past season. In addition, pitchers this
year amounted to 40,105 strikeouts. Both
statistics were records for the league, and
both shed light on the growing strength
of the hitters and pitchers in the league.
“The 2017 season was a fantastic season
if you are a fan of the long ball,” sophomore
Destin Newfont (Barnardsville, North
Carolina) said. He offered insight into
the historic rate of home runs hit this
season, a rate that shocks both long-time
and newly-minted watchers of the game.
“There were many impressive pitching
performances this year, but you have to
acknowledge that the damage done by the
major league mashers this year outshone
those pitching performances.”
The success of teams throughout the
season also added to an exciting season
full of wins and records for some teams in
the league. The Cleveland Indians, back
from a loss in the world series last year,
won 22 games in a row. They captured
the all-time record for most consecutive
wins and ended the season with a league
best 102-60 record. In addition, two other

teams (Houston and Los Angeles) both
had over 100 wins on the season. The
ability to win games has certainly been
increasing as a commonplace accords the
league.
In addition to some great team success,
the league saw popular rookies jump into
the spotlight with their power and success
at the plate. Most notable was Aaron
Judge, who set the record for most home
runs by a rookie in a season with 52. Not
to mention his destruction in the Home
Run Derby back in July, down in Miami.
The likes of Cody Bellinger, who hit 39
homers and ended the season with an On
Base + Slugging (OPS) of .933 deserves
equal recognition as a talented young gun
in the league.
“Especially from this season, there is
a lot of young talent around the league.
Getting to watch Aaron Judge, Cody
Bellinger and et cetera,” Sophomore
Ryoto Nishino (Seattle, Washington)
said. The dominance of the young players
in the league is certainly something that
has a strong hold on the game for the
coming seasons.
In other storylines, the Houston
Astros continued their dominance in
the American League by starting the
season 42-16 and cruising to an ALCS
appearance. The Arizona Diamondbacks
surprisingly won 93 games after losing
that many last season, and are back to
play October baseball this season. The
Colorado Rockies, for the first time since
2009, also made playoff appearance.
In addition to the success of hitters
and individual young players, the game
of baseball sent some great players to
Cooperstown. Jeff Bagwell, Tim Raines
and Ivan “Pudge” Rodriguez were all
inducted into the halls of history in New
York this season.
As for the local baseball pride on campus,
the Mariners provided an entertaining
season amounting in frustration and
disappointment.
“Unfortunately, we did not make the
playoffs again. I really did think we
had a great chance to make the playoffs
before the season began, but losing major
pitchers in the rotation hindered our

chances,” Nishino said.
With this year’s hopes dashed, it’s never
too early to look towards the future, as
Nishino added. “I do believe though, that
with some healthy arms in the rotation,
and a solid lineup, we do have a chance
next year.”
As for fans reaching to the east for a
team to throw their support behind,
junior Ben Shapiro (Rancho Palos Verdes,
California) was pleasantly surprised by
the New York Yankees season and their
postseason prospects. “Being a Yankee fan
I want to see them take the world series.
People thought it was a rebuilding year
for them, but they have definitely proved
everyone wrong so far,” Shapiro said.
Despite all the excitement surrounding
the game and the players as the season
draws to an end, MLB is facing concerns
with regards to game length and especially
fan safety. “I’d love for the MLB to
continue to tinker with ways to shorten
games,” Newfont said, acknowledging
a popular sentiment of not wanting to
constantly sit through three-hour affairs
in front of the TV or perhaps from the
nosebleeds up at Safeco Field in Seattle.
As for the remainder of the season,
both Nishino and Newfont have differing
opinions as the playoffs progress. Nishino
sees the Houston Astros as contenders,
with a competitive NL race between the
Dodgers and Nationals. Newfont sees a
repeat of last year’s series, with the Cubs
once again taking the title from the
Indians.
“I like the Cubs to repeat in a rematch
of last year slightly more efficiently. I
think Cubs in six this year with starting
pitching ultimately giving them the edge,”
Newfont said.
Whether or not the 2017 postseason
lives up to the excitement of October
and November baseball, the season that
preceded it gave avid fans and casual
watchers something to cheer about for
months on end. More home runs, more
wins and more fun being had both on the
field and in the stadium can only lead to
great things in the future of the MLB.

PSO Fall Break trips bring excitement
B y G a b i M a r re s e

The semester is already half over and the fall weather is calling
your name. The Puget Sound Outdoors program has planned
trips to keep people active and help them unwind after midterms. Over fall break, there are four outdoor adventures that are
open to students with or without experience. “Goat Rocks” is an
overnight backpacking trip with no experience required.
“My co-lead and I actually planned a different trip to Indian
Heaven Wilderness, but the fires are so bad down there that it
was canceled. So we planned this new one to Goat Rocks instead. There is a lot of planning that goes into each trip: each day
is planned out pretty much by the hour, especially when we have
to factor in hiking and elevation gain. We also look into nearby
hospitals, how much food we will need and we figure out the
budget,” junior leader Heather Rose Stegman said.
This trip departs on Saturday Oct. 14 and returns Tuesday,
Oct. 17. The cost is $85 for a four-day adventure filled with scenic basins, majestic volcanoes and goats. Goat Rocks Wilderness is a gorgeous alpine wilderness experience located only four
hours away from campus.
“Become a Cave Dweller” is also an overnight backpacking
trip with no experience required. This trip allows you to get a
feel for backpacking and to explore a cave on the southwest side
of Mt. Saint Helens. This trip costs only $75 and occurs from
Saturday, Oct. 14 through Monday, Oct. 16.
“We’re really excited to get to know new people and create
a welcoming environment for backcountry learning since it is
a beginner trip. We’re also just really excited to be outside and

explore Mt. St. Helens while getting to know the group,” junior
leader Anna Gruf said.
“FALL Break + VolCANO = FALLCANO” is a creative
name for this moderate/advanced overnight backpacking trip
on the east side of Mt. Saint Helens. This trip is 20 miles roundtrip that leaves on Saturday, Oct. 14, and returns Tuesday, Oct.
17. The cost for this adventure is $90 but comes with a beautiful
mountain, new friends and the outdoors.
“Send it at Smith” is an overnight climbing trip at the Smith
Rock State Park. This is an intermediate trip that requires
knowledge of climbing up to the grade of 5.9 beforehand but
requires no outdoor experience. This occurs Saturday, Oct. 14,
through Tuesday, Oct. 17, with a cost of $95. Not only will you
be climbing up rocks but also eating good food with new pals
and experiencing the outdoors.
Sign-ups are at the Expy on Monday through Friday between
4 p.m. to 7 p.m. The trips are first-come, first-served and payments are due at the time of signups. The expense is minimal
for the experience and relationships you will build on these adventures.
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COMBAT ZONE

Combat Zone is The Trail’s satire section.
The Combat Zone is intended to be a satirical work. The views and opinions expressed by the Combat Zone do not necessarily reflect those of The Puget
Sound Trail, ASUPS, concerned parties or the University of Puget Sound. Please submit compliments or complaints in the form of letters to the editor.

An open letter to
the soul-sucking
leeches in my life

A Riddle...

I am kind, but also brave
You need me yet do not deserve me
I destroy the habitat I live within
You worship me yet I worship none
I am singular yet am many at once
I am everywhere yet seldom appear
Who am I?

By Anna Graham
Dear Leeches,
It’s been two years since we first met in the hallway of our freshman
dorm. Do you remember that hallway? How it always smelled vaguely
like brie cheese, and had those kitschy paper-flowered name tags on
the doorways? Do you remember how viciously we used to make fun of
those name tags? They became our little sort of inside joke — we would
always pass them with a gestured finger down the throat: “these things
make me want to vomit.” We thought those jokes made us cool — poking fun at the poorly-scaffolded mechanisms of the Student Body Association.
I remember that I thought you guys were also cool at first. You were
all tall and beautiful and rosy-cheeked, and you would laugh at my jokes
even when they weren’t funny. It made me feel wanted, and I guess in
some ways that’s all anybody wants, isn’t it? To feel appreciated and
recognized? Whenever we laughed together, I could almost feel myself
becoming tall and beautiful and rosy-cheeked, too. The effect was contagious.
I think at some point I started to believe that I was actually becoming
permanently cooler, as if the molecules of my being were rearranging
themselves into something sleeker and more effortless. I think in some
ways I had an excuse to. As time went on, we developed an intimate,
special understanding — one that was unparalleled by any other, a bond
that verged on the ethereal. We used to corral each other in the lounge
at three in the morning with fuzzy blankets, our mascara smudged as we
gossiped about Karen from floor three.
I’m not really sure when things started changing. It didn’t happen all at
once, the way it does in the movies. It was a slow and steady process, and
at first it was mostly obscured by school and stress; it was covered by the
intricate framework of our external lives. I’m not even sure when I first
recognized the change. Maybe it was that time that you invited me to
over to get ready for a party, and then told me you couldn’t eat the tortilla
chips I brought because you couldn’t digest human food. Or maybe it
was that time you told me that I would look so cute as a stuffed decoration on somebody’s mantle. In all honesty, I think I probably shrugged
those moments off. They seem so obvious, in retrospect, but then again,
hindsight is always 20/20.
What I do remember is the day you shed your human skins, peeling
back the your rosy cheeks to reveal the grayish, leathery flesh underneath.
You told me that you were actual soul-sucking leeches from the planet
X-14, and that the time had come for you to harvest my soul. I’ll admit
it: I didn’t see it coming. I was in shock. I felt horribly betrayed that
you — the only friends I had ever known — could turn on me so cruelly.
I spent a long time feeling as if you had taken my only identity. I went
through all of the seven stages of grief: denial, anger … I bargained with
you for hours on end. Alas, our relationship was never meant to be. I
think I understand that now.
I guess, in the end, everything happens for a reason. I try to always remember to see life as a grand adventure — one in which we aren’t given
any script to follow. The universe throws everyone some curveballs, and if
I were given the choice, I wouldn’t go back and change anything. I think
I’ve grown immensely as a person from this experience. It might be nice
to find a few of my limbs again, but I’m working on it. I’m really trying
to focus on having a positive mindset. I’ve taken up yoga three times a
week and am only eating pureed green vegetables (mostly because I can’t
chew solid food, but the effect remains regardless). I think in the end,
you’ve helped me turn into a more evolved person, and I suppose I have
to thank you for that.
Yours truly,
A.G.

Local man wins “best
feminist” award
B y Le e L . B e n b ow

Earlier this year, the University
of Puget Sound awarded the
“Best Feminist on Campus”
title to none other than Brad
Johnson. The 5”11 Portland
native attended the ceremony
with his 10 closest friends and
entire extended family. He
was quick to correct President
Isaiah Crawford that he was not
just the first person to receive
the award but also the first cis
straight male to do so.
Although The Flail would love
to say that there were hundreds
of qualified candidates for the
award, there were none who even
came close to Johnson. Johnson
is 15 percent Puerto Rican, has
never shaved his legs or armpits,
cites Gloria Steinem as his
copilot, wears exclusively highwaisted jeans and shirts with
feminist quotes from stores like
Urban Outfitters and H&M,
but, most importantly, Johnson
is the best feminist. Some will
argue that you can’t measure the
amount of feminist a person is.
They are wrong. Johnson is the
most feminist. Despite losing
the popular vote, he swept the
electoral college and received
the plaque.
When asked why he thinks
he is the best feminist, Johnson
reflected for a couple days,
prayed to Beyoncé, and said,
“Honestly, I just am. Like ever
since I unfollowed Meninist on

Twitter last April and stopped
making jokes about women
belonging in the kitchen I
really feel like I am Feminism,”
Johnson said proudly while
finishing his Venus symbol stick
and poke tattoo.
The University of Puget Sound
initially received backlash from
other self-identifying “best
feminists” on campus. Many
of them complained that he
wasn’t a woman or that he was
underqualified, as he still hasn’t
taken a Gender Studies class.
The University heard their
complaints, but didn’t bother
to argue with them, as these
are issues that women “just
wouldn’t understand,” according
to an anonymous member of
the community. The University
hopes that everyone can unite
behind Johnson and support
him for the sake of the feminist
community.
We reached out to Johnson’s
friends to see what they thought
of his new title and how he was
dealing with all that comes with
being the best feminist. “He’s
been a lot moodier recently
and is constantly reminding
me to stay woke, whatever that
means,” Johnson’s neighbor
Chad said. The Flail thinks that
Chad is just jealous and should
work on himself for a little bit
before judging others. “He isn’t
even the best feminist; he is not

Brad’s bumper. He recently obtained “Well-behaved women
rarely make history,” and “The A is for Ally” and is excited
to put them on his car soon.

woke at all and asked me when
the wage gap was. Like, what
the heck? He is a classic white
feminist and pays no mind to
intersectionalism,”
Johnson’s
ex-best friend Bridget said.
Bridget is known to be a classic
first-wave feminist and needs to
get a grip on reality. She should
take a chill pill and be happy for
Johnson.
The “Best Feminist” award will
be given to another recipient
next year, but until then Johnson
plans to use his platform just
as Miss USA would, using
every day and every event as
an opportunity to spread his
message. “I really want to make
the best of the year, and reach
out to people who need to
#staywoke, be educated and
work towards human equality,”
Johnson said. The Flail asked
him how he originally got woke;
he shrugged like it was obvious.
“I curated my Twitter to only
people I agree with, shared
articles, used the profile filters on
Facebook and most importantly
skimmed 10 New York Times
article headlines every day,”
Johnson said. The Flail wishes
Johnson the best in his year as
Best Feminist and will continue
to keep you updated on his
progress and service. Also, we
would like to tell the haters to
back off and let him live.

PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

ANSWER TO RIDDLE: OUR LORD GRIZZ

This could have
been us...
if you had an
ounce of humanity.

PHOTO COURTESY
OF PIXABAY

ANSWER AT BOTTOM OF PAGE

Combat Zone writers are Claudia Elsenblast and Linnea Stoll. Molly McLean is the Combat Zone editor. Pseudonyms have historically been used by Combat Zone writers. We want to keep this
tradition and credit writers by name in order to promote transparency. Our intent is to make people laugh and to provoke people to think critically.
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A month of art rolls in

“Kaleidoscope” offered the kick-off for a month’s worth of art events to explore in Tacoma
By Brynn Svenningsen
“This song is about being
falsely accused of something
and a long time later getting
revenge,”
singer
Travis
Barker said as he grabbed his
guitar and started to play an
original folk song. Barker, a
member of the band Elk &
Boar, gathered along with
many other Tacoma artisans
and musicians on Oct. 4 at
Kaleidoscope, the opening
party for Tacoma Arts
Month. Tacoma Arts Month
is an event that focuses on
highlighting the art culture
in Tacoma and getting the
community involved in it.
The event is in its 16th
year and boasts a larger array
of events and artisans than
ever before. It includes many
different elements, from
dance performances, a studio
tour of many local artists and
much more.
Kaleidoscope is one of the
biggest events in Tacoma
Arts Month, as it begins the
appreciation of local artisans
and draws a large community
turnout. Tacoma’s own poet
laureate Kellie Richardson
performed at the beginning
of the night. Richardson
read her poem “Requiem for
the Bruised” in an emotional
performance that left the
gathered crowd in silence.
Following
Richardson
there were musical acts,
dance performances and an
award ceremony with mayor
Marilyn Strickland.
Tacoma’s The Barefoot
Collective
shared
an

interpretive dance piece at
Kaleidoscope. Five dancers
performed to spoken-word
poetry that raised questions
about
today’s
society.
The dancers incorporated
interesting moves which
echoed the deeper meaning
of their artistic interpretive
dance. Interpretive dance is
an artistic performance piece
that is not often seen, and
The Barefoot Collective fills
a unique niche in Tacoma.
Multiple artists’ work was
displayed, including the
work of Erica Ray. Her
multimedia paintings were
large and small-scale and
were juxtaposed against her
unique sculptural pieces.
One was titled, “Gryphon,
Pegasus and Water Sprite”
and seemed to be the center
of attention as the art
viewers crowded around the
three mannequins painted
with acrylic. Ray’s art was
anything but typical and
her unexpected and unique
sculpture work proved this.
Another artist, Quin Tan,
had his large-scale work
displayed.
Tan’s
pieces
were mainly abstract and
extremely intricate.
“[Tacoma Arts Month is]
a collective promotion of all
arts and culture happening in
Tacoma. It is from symphony
performance, to a music show
at Jazz Bones, to a playtime
at the children’s museum to
open figure drawing nights at
a couple locations. It’s a crosspromotion of everything we

can find and know of that’s
happening
in
Tacoma,”
Naomi Strom-Avila,
the
cultural arts specialist for
the city of Tacoma who was
involved in the planning of
this Arts month, said.
Another important part of
Arts Month is the free, selfled studio tour that is going
to be happening on Oct. 14
and 15 from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The tour features 70 Tacoma
artists and their studios. This
is a great opportunity to see
the inside of artists’ studios
and to get an up-close look
at their work. Additionally,
at each gallery a handson activity will be held. At
artist David Bader’s studio,
he will be showcasing his
painted, mixed media and
sculptural work, and will be
holding a demonstration
on assemblage and mixedmedia collage techniques. In
addition, there are artists of
almost every medium hosting
demonstrations that could be
perfect for you.
“We have so many artists
here in Tacoma and it is a big
opportunity for them to be
able to share their work with
the public; short of exhibits
here and there or a sale event
they go to, this is one of the
big events [where] they get
an opportunity to connect
with the public,” StromAvila said.
There are also events that
are quite unique. Inspired
by the Halloween spirit in
October, the Glass museum

will be holding an extra
special
Halloweeninspired
demonstration
called “The Great Ghost
Blow.” Hilltop artists will
be in the glassblowing
studio at the Museum
of Glass creating a giant
glass ghost. In addition
to the spooky art that is
going to be created you
can also enjoy the music
of the Kareem Kandi World
Orchestra at the Glass
Museum on Oct. 19 from 5
p.m. to 8 p.m. The concert
is free.
Another interesting
event is “Tinder LIVE,”
which will be hosted by
comedian Lane Moore at
the Pantages Theater. It
is a comedic exploration
of Tinder and the concept
of online love, some of
which is sure to ring true
for college students. The
show will be held on Oct.
27 starting at 7:30 p.m. and
tickets range from $19 to
$39.
Tacoma Arts Month
boasts a wide variety of
art-related events and
has become an important
establishment for Tacoma
artists
and
for
the
community. As each year
continues, there are more
artisans getting involved
and more connections being
made between community
members and art.
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By Matthew Gulick

“Speaking” of theater...

Last weekend, Bare Bones Theatre Collective put on
Town Crier Speaks Festival XVI, a series of studentwritten and student-directed one-act plays. This year’s
festival ran the emotional gamut. From criticisms of
religious tradition to a comedic dramatization of soda
brand rivalry, from the AIDS epidemic to comatose
loved ones, Town Crier alternated between heavy
subject matter and lighthearted puns.
Entirely student-driven, The Bare Bones Theatre
Collective produces two festivals a year, Town Crier
in the fall and Plays Against Humanity in the spring.
The collective also supports Ubiquitous They Sketch
Comedy and Improv and produces independent
student-made theater projects. Bare Bones hosts the
occasional guest artist to come in and lead a workshop.
Erin Ganley ‘18 and Castor Kent ’20 put on the
festival in Rausch Auditorium. A packed room of
friends and family cheered the actors as they delivered
their striking, impassioned lines. One refrain from
“Bird Brains Puts the Dog to Sleep” comes to mind:
the sardonic, “He laughed, and I laughed…” repeated
with growing gut-wrenching irony.
“Actors of all experience participate in Town Crier
and it is part of what makes our festival so unique
and accessible to the student body,” Ganley said. This
diversity, combined with the setting, created intimate
and powerful performances.
Town Crier kicked off with “Hamlet,” written
by Molly McLean and directed by Nate Hess.
Hamlet told the story of a brother and sister alone
on a deserted island some substantial time after
a catastrophic plane crash. Though potentially
confusing (one student I spoke to thought the play
took place in a post-apocalyptic future), the play spun

out a compelling setting of Christian mythology
combined with airline travel directions. For example,
instead of crossing themselves the siblings performed
the directional arm gestures that airport workers
make on the runway with orange batons. These
garbled religious translations, while comedic, held a
desperate poignancy as the two survivors searched for
assurance in a hopeless situation.
“Bird Brains Puts the Dog to Sleep” followed.
Written by Alice Hudson with direction from Tess
Berger, this play ran as more of a dual spoken-word
performance. Like “Hamlet,” it featured characters
grappling with the meaning of a messed-up existence.
Fast-paced and hard-hitting, the play told the story
of two victims of the AIDS epidemic, the destruction
it wrought on lives and communities and how
people come to express the darkest of circumstances.
Without pause for thought, “Bird Brains” left me a
bit confused and deeply unsettled. Perhaps this was
designed to mimic the experience of AIDS victims
themselves, but some rhetorical moves the play made
seemed to require more time for processing. In any
case “Bird Brains” provided excellent performances
that deserved a second viewing.
Laura Uyeki’s “Lovestruck,” directed by Chloe
Grossman, tells the tale of a young girl’s first love who
tragically becomes comatose before she can make her
affections known. The play dealt with themes such
as the struggle of expressing one’s vulnerability, the
happy terror of falling in love and the power of a
mother’s unconditional support. Even though the
themes were familiar, the actors in “Lovestruck” still
sucked me in and I found myself leaning forward as
the play drove on to its dramatic conclusion.

In “Coke & Pespi,” writer Allie Lawrence and
director McKenna Johnson imagined a conversation
between the two iconic drinks. A much-needed relief
from the dark performances that preceded, playful
“Coke & Pepsi” gave the audience genuine punbased laughs while managing to authentically portray
real friendship challenges. In a way, this play put
on the most realistic interpretation of relationships,
demonstrating their healing power and the baggage
we bring into them.
Eli Goulding ’18 attended the second night of the
festival.
“This is my first time going to Town Crier. I
definitely should have gone earlier; it was really
well-produced and covered a variety of subjects. My
favorite one was probably the one on AIDS because
it’s such a relevant subject; not just in the 80’s and 90’s
but even now, today, we don’t have enough awareness
about it. But ‘Coke & Pepsi’ was super cute; the actors
were both really good,” they said.
Matthew Cooper Perrone played Pepsi.
“I thought the process was really fun and rewarding.
It’s cool that students can get together and selfproduce plays, which I never thought I’d be a part of,
but it’s really cool to see,” he said.
For theater-lovers of all stripes, Town Crier provides
a creative platform for students to explore and grow
as writers, directors and actors.
More info on the group is available on their Facebook
page, “Bare Bones Theatre Collective at UPS.”
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Culture and
politics at the
Asia Syposium
By Arcelia Salado Alvarado

A wholesome blend of culture and information, the
Southeast Asia Symposium was a lively educational
experience for both students and parents last
Parent’s Weekend.
Taking place Oct. 6 and 7, the 2017 Southeast Asia
Symposium had street food, music, Bakik-making, a
keynote speaker and over 10 Puget Sound student
and faculty research presentations on Southeast
Asia.
“With generous support from the Henry Luce
Foundation, the University of Puget Sound’s Luce
Initiative on Asian Studies and the Environment
(LIASE) program focuses on initiatives designed
to promote richer and deeper understandings
of Southeast Asian cultural, linguistic and
environmental topics among students and faculty,”
the University’s Southeast Asia Symposium website
states. This fourth annual symposium focused on
culture and sustainability instersections, especially
in Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand.
The Symposium was kicked off at 10 a.m. on
Friday by Professor Peter Wimberger, Director of
Slater Museum and Biology enthusiast, with a talk
about the challenges of doing conservation in the
tropics as well as developing nations.
Nick Kontogeorgopoulos, director of the Global
Development Studies department, had the final
research presentation on Friday: “Living Here Like
a Local.” It focused on the search for authenticity in
the volunteer tourists who choose Thailand.
“[Tourists have an] interest in authenticity of
toured objects, people and settings,” and they
are looking for a balance between “everyday and
extraordinary,” Kontogeorgopoulos said. He also
touched upon the controversial nature of their
conception of a “a simple life,” in Thailand.
The presentations on both days are balanced with
a celebration of the culture in Southeast Asia with
food and music in Upper Marshall. There were
plenty of options in the range of Southeast-Asian

street food, such as green papaya salad, chicken
adobo and lumpias.
Attendees were encouraged to eat their food
while watching three Thai music groups perform:
Chaopraya Ensemble, PongLaang RuamJai and The
Wayside.
According to the Symposium’s pamphlet, the
Chaopraya Ensemble formed in 2001 “with the
intent to provide opportunity for the children
of Thai immigrants in the Puget Sound area to
keep alive and learn about their ancestor’s cultural
heritage, especially in music and dance.”
Together with PongLaang RuamJai and The
Wayside, who both offered contemporary and
regional styles of Thai music, Chaopraya Ensemble
performed music on Thai instruments with dances
ranging from “lively regional folk dances to the
graceful and stylish court dances,” the pamphlet said.
The dancers were decked out in Thai dance attire,
heavy on colors and jewelry. The dancers were bright
and graceful as they glided around the stage with
music playing behind them.
The fourth performance of the night was the
traditional Thai song “Kang Kao Kin Klouy,” which
translates to “bat eating a banana,” the performers
said. The melody, as light-hearted as it is playful, is
one of the band’s favourite songs.
This cultural component, completely detached from
the earlier research presentations, was complemented
with smatterings of historical information present
throughout the Symposium. Upon entering and
exiting Upper Marshall, the attendee would be met
by various displays of clothing and artifacts from
Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, Malaysia, Thailand and
Indonesia as well as books and posters telling of the
histories of these countries.
The following day, attendees had the option of
creating their own Batik artwork. Batik is a technique
of textile design that involves using Malam, or wax,
heating it, and applying it with a Canting tool to
create designs on cloth. After the wax dries, the
cloth is dyed and the waxed portion remains the
original colour.
Then followed the student portion of the research
and the keynote speaker, Professor Abidin Kusno
of the faculty of Environmental Studies at York
University.
The 10 students who presented had participated in
2016 LIASE program, which featured a semester’s
worth of reading material followed by a three-week
stay in Indonesia to do ethnographic research. The
research presentations had topics ranging from
waste disposal to mental health to nationalism and
identity and ended with a joint presentation about
LGBT issues and narratives in Indonesia.
The students did their best to acknowledge their
biases and added disclaimers to every ethnographic
portion of their presentations: most of their research

represented the dozen or so Indonesian students
that they interviewed. The research could not, and
should not, be extended as a blanket statement over
the country, or even over Java, where the interviews
were conducted.
Professor Kusno closed off the two-day symposium
with his talk titled, “Leaky City: Political Culture
of Flooding in Indonesia.” The talk touched on
the culture around the almost-yearly flooding
in Indonesia and connected that culture to the
responses within Indonesian politics.
The ceremonies were closed by Professor Gareth
Barkin, the Symposium’s host and Puget Sound
SOAN professor, and participants were left with
over 10 hours worth of information to synthesize.
Hopefully, between the cultural performances and
activities and research presentations, individuals
could format a clearer idea of the culture and issues
of Southeast Asian countries so often overlooked by
the United States’ education system.
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Past in the present: Two revealing exhibitions at the
Washington State History Museum
“Protest is street theater — document the signs, document the way people express themselves through their clothes and through their costumes,”
B y E v a n We l s h

									

Good museum exhibits teach us about
our history while also being relevant to
our current lives. Two new exhibitions at
the Washington State History Museum
speak to the state’s past on subjects that
have become increasingly more relevant
to citizens over the past few years.
The newest exhibit, “Glasnost &
Goodwill: Citizen Diplomacy in the
Midwest” tells the story of Washington
State citizens’ diplomatic relationships
with the Soviet Union over the 20th
century. Cold War anxieties loomed
large for a great period of time during
the 20th century and have seemingly
reemerged in the past five years or so. This
exhibit looks to examine Washington’s
relationship to the Soviet Union and the
citizen-led attempts to help find peace
and understanding during the Cold War
era.
“Washington has this incredible
history of everyday citizens and state
representatives reaching out and trying
to bring peace during the Cold War,”
Gwen Whiting, lead curator at The

Washington State History Museum,
said.
Patrons of the exhibit are taken through
Washington’s historical relations to the
Soviet Union through time, beginning
with overviews of the Cold War and the
Soviet Union. The exhibit moves from
these introductions all the way to the
Seattle-hosted Goodwill Games of 1990
and the eventual fall of the Soviet Union
in 1991.
The Goodwill Games was an event
created by CNN founder Ted Turner and
television producer and former Seattle
Supersonics executive Bob Walsh to help
bring divided countries closer together
through sport and art. The first Goodwill
Games were held in Moscow in 1986
and every four years after until 2001.
The artifacts displayed in “Glasnost
& Goodwill” range from Alaska Air
flight attendant uniforms to the napkin
on which the initial financial logistics
for the Goodwill Games were written.
Including bottles of vodka and model
bridges, the artifacts in this collection

- George P. Hickey, Seattle protest photographer

shine a light on various aspects of the
Washingtonian-Soviet
relationship
during the 60-year time span the exhibit
covers.
As patrons get to the end of “Glasnost
& Goodwill,” they enter another newlyopened exhibit, “Loyal Opposition: The
Protest Photos of George P. Hickey.”
Hickey has made a career of attending
and capturing protests in Seattle.
The photos display the World Trade
Organization (WTO) protests, animal
rights protests, Pride and more.
“Protest is street theater — document
the signs, document the way people
express themselves through their clothes
and through their costumes,” Hickey
said. Protesters express themselves in
theatrical fashions to attempt to get their
voices and opinions heard. Hickey feels
the people who are willing to organize
and protest are worthy of being recorded.
He uses his camera to display the people
behind the protests.
Both of these exhibits place active
citizens at the forefront. In diplomacy

and protest, the stories told in these
exhibits are about citizens who take it
into their own hands to attempt to create
the change they would like to see.
The stories of the past also feel relevant
to current American society. The past
six months have been filled with many
protests, some unfortunately ending less
peacefully than others. In recent years,
and specifically over the past year and
a half, it has felt like the tension with
Russia has been building up. These new
exhibits and the stories they tell are
worth seeing, not only to learn about
the past, but to study and apply the best
course of action to improve our world
in the present. The advice presented to
Washington museum-goers by both
exhibits is this: organize and act.
“Glasnost & Goodwill” and “Loyal
Opposition” are open now and run until
Jan. 21 and Dec. 3, respectively. Head
down to the Washington State History
Museum and see how our past still
pertains to our present.

